Toolkit: Get started uncovering critical
insights with Azure Synapse Analytics
Turn data into insights faster, at incredible value. Use these resources to get hands on with
Azure Synapse and discover how analytics can move your business forward.

Understand how Azure Synapse can help your business
From getting started to architectural deep dives and practical examples, learn more
about Azure Synapse by downloading the data sheets below (click the images).

Three steps to get started with
Azure Synapse Analytics

Code-free ETL with Azure Synapse Analytics
Drawing insights from data usually requires coding skills, limiting who can participate. Now you can
build resilient data pipelines without writing a single line of code with Azure Synapse Analytics.
Discover how easy it is to link to a data source, set up a pipeline to copy your source data into your
Azure Data Lake Storage account, and perform common analytics scenarios without code.

Pulling rapid insights from complex data is a challenging goal for many organizations.
Azure Synapse Analytics empowers you to make this goal a reality. Get up and running
with Azure Synapse Analytics in minutes with these simple steps.

Before starting, you should register for an Azure free account
to get instant access and USD200 of credit.

Tip: Get started with Azure Synapse Analytics in four quick steps.

Create an Azure Synapse workspace in the Azure portal

STEP 1

In the Azure portal, search for Azure Synapse. In the search results, under
Services, select Azure Synapse Analytics.

STEP 1

Code-first data analysis with
Azure Synapse Analytics
Azure Synapse Analytics enables you to analyze data any way you want—whether you prefer to use
Notebooks or SQL scripts, or if your data source is in a data lake or a database—all within a single,
efficient workspace. This guide demonstrates how easy it is to use your preferred code to analyze data.

Tip: Get started with Azure Synapse Analytics in four quick steps.

Set up a new linked service by going to the Manage hub, clicking on Linked
services, then clicking on +New. Type Azure Blob Storage into the search box
and select the service.

STEP 1

In the Data hub, right-click on the container, and select New notebook. In
this example, we select the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission
(nyctlc) dataset in our Microsoft Azure Data Lake Storage account.

STEP 2

Azure Synapse instantly generates the necessary starter code in
PySpark (Python) to connect to the dataset. You can run this code
without modification.

Select Add to create a new workspace.
In the Basics tab, give the workspace a unique name.
You also need an ADLS Gen2 account to create a workspace. The simplest choice is to create a new
one in the Basics tab. Under Select Data Lake Storage Gen2, click Create New and choose a name
for the account. Under Select Data Lake Storage Gen2, click File System and name it users.

STEP 2
Note: Once an Azure Synapse
workspace is created, the
managed identities of the
workspace must also have
the Storage Blob Data
Contributor role. If this is not
set up automatically during
the provisioning process,
simply set it manually.

Tip: In order to create or manage SQL pools, users should
be added as a Storage Blob Data Contributor to the
workspace. For an administrator (other than the workspace
creator) to be able to use SQL pools, they will need to be
admins on those SQL pools. The easiest way to do this is to
use a security group (making sure the workspace creator is in
the group). Go to the workspace in the Azure portal and set
the SQL Active Directory admin to use that security group.

Three steps to get started
STEP Azure
2
with
Synapse Analytics
Access Azure Synapse Studio

After your Azure Synapse workspace is created, you can access Azure
Synapse Studio by visiting web.azuresynapse.net in your browser.

Point the new linked service to your
source data. Here, the source data is the
Azure Open Dataset.

Code-first data analysis with
Azure Synapse Analytics

Code-free ETL with
Azure
Synapse Analytics
STEP 3
Create a new Pipeline in the Orchestrate hub and add a
Copy data activity. Point the source dataset to the Azure
Open Dataset set up in Step 2.

STEP 3

From there, you can add PySpark code. Use Intellisense to implement your
code more quickly.

Output can be rendered in Table or Chart formats.

Architecture
deep dive:
Go to the Knowledge Center, accessible either via the “Learn” card
STEP 3
on the homepage of the Azure Synapse Studio or under the “?” icon in
Azure Synapse
Analytics
the header
to immediately create or use existing Spark and SQL pools,
connect to and query Azure Open Datasets, load sample scripts and
Azure Synapse Analytics brings
together
enterprise
warehousing
anda big
notebooks,
access
pipelinedata
templates,
and take
tour.data analytics
with a unified experience to ingest, prepare, manage, and serve data for immediate BI and
machine learning needs. Here, we dive into some of the architectural features driving benefits
in efficiency, agility, and value.

Getting started with data tasks using Python in
Azure Synapse Analytics

Data lake and data warehouse unified
with Azure Synapse Analytics

Azure Synapse is a limitless analytics service that brings together enterprise data warehousing and
big data analytics. It gives you the freedom to query data on your terms, using either serverless or
provisioned resources—at scale. Azure Synapse provides a deep integration between Spark and SQL,
enabling you to use any combination of Spark and SQL for your ETL, data exploration, prep, and
engineering scenarios.
Select Azure Blob Storage for the
data source and Parquet as the
format. Set the data source properties
to
those
shown
at right.
Tip:
Get
started
with Azure Synapse Analytics in four quick steps.

Azure Synapse brings big data analytics and data warehousing together with a unified service
that offers deeply integrated Apache Spark and SQL engines, as well as two consumption
models for analytics:

STEP 4

Tip: Get started with Azure Synapse Analytics in four quick steps.
Azure Synapse Studio architecture and features
At the heart of Azure Synapse Analytics is the Azure Synapse Studio, a securable collaboration
workspace for implementing and managing cloud-based analytics in Azure. A Studio workspace is
deployed in a specific region under a resource group and has an associated Azure Data Lake Storage
account and file system for storing temporary data.

• Serverless queries over the data lake
• Provisioned resources for both SQL Pools and Spark Pools

Tip: Get started with Azure Synapse Analytics in four quick steps.
Multi-language support

Create a Notebook to run PySpark in
Azure Synapse

Prior
to Azure
Synapse (Python),
Analytics,Spark
many(Scala),
businesses
yet are
independent
analytics
In
addition
to PySpark
.NETmaintained
Spark (C#), two
and critical,
Spark SQL
also supported.
systems for big data analytics and data warehousing.
The Azure Spark Notebook provides you with coding flexibility. You can mix Spark languages across
Big Data
Relational
Data
code cells within the same Notebook
using the following magic
commands:

From the Azure Synapse home page, select the
Develop hub from the Azure Synapse Studio.
Click the plus sign (+) and select Notebook.
Point the data sink to a Data Lake Storage account.

Magic Command

STEP 5

Get started with Azure Synapse today

%%pyspark
%%spark

Sign up for an Azure free account

%%csharp
%%sql

Get more details in a free technical
e-book from Packt

Select PySpark (Python)

Speak to a sales specialist for help with pricing,
best practices, and implementing a proof of concept
Deeply
integrated
SparkThisand
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Azure Synapse Analytics connects various
analytics runtimes (such as Apache Spark and
SQL) through a single platform to enhance
collaboration among data professionals
working on advanced analytics solutions.

Data Lake

Integrated
SQL
and
Spark

STEP 6

Description
Proven security
Experimentation
privacy
Execute Python query against&Spark
Context.
Fast exploration
Dependable
Execute Scala query againstperformance
Spark Context.
Semi-structured data
Operational
data Context.
Execute Spark.NET C# query
against Spark
Execute Spark SQL query against Spark Context.
Data Lake
Data Warehouse

Analyzing
using
SQL
Azure Synapseyour
brings data
big data
analytics
andscripts
data warehousing together by offering two consumption

The Notebook supports multiple languages
such as PySpark (Python), Scala, .NET Spark
(C#), and Spark SQL. For this exercise, select
PySpark
(Python).
Select Azure
Data Lake Storage for the
data sink, and Parquet as the format. Fill
In
pane, fill out
the Notebook
outthe
theProperties
data sink properties
similar
to those
name
the (optional) description. The
shownand
at right.
Notebook name can be up to 140 characters
(only letters, numbers, ‘-’, and ‘_’ are allowed).
Spaces are only permitted in the middle.

models foryour
analytics
a single
Analyzing
data in
using
SQL service.
scripts is just as straightforward. The web-based editor also supports
Intellisense
withexamples
SQL syntax.
You can
connect
yourgo
SQL
scripts
to Synapse
SQLtoand
use both data
Here are three
showing
how
to quickly
from
serverless
data lake
provisioned
serverless
provisioned
resources, and those results can be rendered in table and chart formats and
warehouseorwith
Azure Synapse.
exported as CSV, Excel, JSON, or XML files.
Use T-SQL to do a serverless query over the data lake over Parquet files

Here, Parquet files are stored in an Azure Data Lake Storage account. T-SQL syntax is used to run a
serverless query over the data lake over Parquet files instantly without provisioning any infrastructure.

Data Warehouse

STEP 7

Azure Synapse Analytics

Architecture deep dive:
Azure Synapse Analytics
Fast and easy to explore and analyze data

The serverless endpoint in Synapse SQL makes it fast and easy to explore and analyze over data in a
data lake —with no infrastructure to set up or manage. With T-SQL, you can run serverless queries over
the data lake without provisioning or managing any infrastructure. By eliminating the overhead of data
center management and operations for the data warehouse, you can reallocate resources to where value
is produced and focus on using the data warehouse to deliver the best information and insight. This
lowers overall total cost of ownership and provides better cost control over operating expenses.

Publish and trigger the pipeline,
then text
go toand
thecode
Datacells
hub,to
select
Add
your Notebook
the container, and navigate
A
cell canfile
bethat
written
using Markdown language. It helps to describe the code in your Notebook.
totext
a Parquet
has been
Simply
click
+ Cell
then Add text cell. Enter the below text in the text cell.
imported
from
the and
Open

Getting started with
data tasks using Python in
Azure Synapse Analytics
Dataset. Right-click and select
New SQL script to generate the
# Azure Synapse Analytics Python Demo
SQL script.
## Data source: Public Holidays Open Dataset

Add some Python code in a new code cell by clicking + Cell and Add code cell. Run the code below.

Powerful performance
Azure Synapse Analytics offers powerful relational database performance by using techniques such as
Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) and automatic in-memory caching. Independent benchmarks, such
as this one by GigaOm, show the results in action.

Flexibility to bring together relational and non-relational data
Easily query files in the data lake with the same service used to build data warehousing solutions.
Orchestrate pipelines to perform common analytics scenarios without writing a line of code. By
defining a pipeline, a data source can be linked from the Orchestrate hub and copied into an Azure
Data Lake Storage account without any coding.

STEP 8

from azureml.opendatasets import PublicHolidays

from datetime import datetime
The SQL script is generated
from
dateutil
without typing any
code.
Click import parser
import relativedelta
the Run button tofrom
run dateutil.relativedelta
this script
as a serverless query.

Azure Synapse provides world-class code flexibility when it comes to
data analysis.
Use provisioned compute for data
Sign up for
warehouse (SQL pools), also using SQL

Get inspired by other organizations

Enter code to load the Public Holidays data from the Microsoft Azure Open Dataset. Limit the data to
the past 12 months by running the code below.

STEP 9

Data lake and data
warehouse unified with
Azure Synapse Analytics
an Azure free account

Each SQL pool has an associated database. A
SQL pool can be scaled, paused, and resumed
Get more details in
manually or automatically and can scale
from Packt
from 100 Data Warehouse Units (DWU)e-book
up to
30,000 DWU.

a free technical

Speak to a sales specialist for help with pricing,

This example shows how easy it is to query
bestfamiliar
practices,
tables in a SQL pool using
T-SQL and implementing a proof of concept
syntax. Rapidly generate SQL scripts from the
Data hub for tables in the SQL pool and gain
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end_date = datetime.today()
start_date = end_date - relativedelta(months=12)
holidays = PublicHolidays(start_date=start_date,
end_date=end_date)

Read customer stories from other businesses benefiting from Azure Synapse Analytics.
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Next,
convert
source
Click the
Chartthe
button
todata
viewto a Spark DataFrame. Run the code below.
the results in graphical format.
holidays_df = holidays.to_spark_dataframe()

“With Azure Synapse, we were able to create a platform that is
streamlined, scalable, elastic, and cost effective, enabling my
business users to make the right decisions for the
fast-paced market.”
Get a count of this DataFrame to see the total number of rows.
holidays_df.count()

With Azure Synapse Analytics it’s easy to set up a linked service to point
to source data, set up a pipeline to copy the source data into a Data Lake
Storage account, and start analyzing the data—all without writing a single
line of code.

Flexible Spark integration
The Apache Spark engine simplifies the use of big data by removing the complexity of setup and
cluster tuning. The power of Spark with built-in support for Azure Machine Learning addresses
the full range of analytics needs, from data engineering to data science, using PySpark (Python),
Spark (Scala), .NET Spark (C#), and Spark SQL. This enables enhanced collaboration, as you can
now use T-SQL on both your data warehouse and embedded Spark engine.

Sign up for an Azure free account

Get more details in a free technical
e-book from Packt

Integrated SQL and Spark runtimes

Use the show() method to output the first 20 rows of this DataFrame to sample the data.

Anne Cruz
IT Manager for Supply Chain and Merchandising, Walgreens
holidays_df.limit(20).show()
Speak to a sales specialist

for help with pricing,
best practices, and implementing a proof of concept

Azure Synapse connects various analytics
runtimes (such as SQL and Spark) through
a single platform.

Data Lake

When you execute this code, the first 20 rows of the dataset are displayed.

Integrated
SQL
and
Spark

Data Warehouse
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Azure Synapse Analytics

Watch video

Read more

In this example, create an ad-hoc table using PySpark and output it to a Spark pool, then use SQL to
run queries against the Spark pool and visualize the data.

Using the display() method, the DataFrame can be output in tabular format.
Fast, elastic, and secure data warehousing
SQL pools can process high concurrent and complex T-SQL queries across petabytes of data to serve
BI tools and applications. Cloud elasticity enables Azure Synapse Analytics to quickly increase and
decrease its capacity according to demand with no impact to infrastructure availability, stability,
performance, or security. Best of all, you only pay for your actual usage.

display(holidays_df.limit(20))
Execute the code to see the result below.

“Azure Synapse naturally facilitates collaboration and brings our
data teams together. Working in the same analytics service will
enable our teams to develop advanced analytics solutions faster,
as well as provide a simplified and fast way to securely access
and share data in a compliant manner.”
One advantage of showing the results with the display() method is that you can instantly render the
output as a variety of charts, such as line, bar, area, scatter, and pie charts.

Highly scalable, hybrid data integration capability
Data ingestion and operationalization are accelerated through automated data pipelines. While the
volume of data in a data warehouse typically grows with the age of the establishment, the scalability
of Azure Synapse matches this by incrementally adding resources as data and workloads increase.

Industry-leading management and security
Azure is a globally available, highly scalable, secure cloud platform and Azure Synapse inherits all of
that. In an Azure Synapse workspace, access to workspaces, data, and pipelines is managed granularly.
Data is secured using familiar SQL-based security mechanisms. If Spark is used in the data pipeline
for data preparation, cleansing, or enrichment, the Spark tables created in the process can be queried
directly from Azure Synapse (SQL serverless). Access is secured by using Azure Private Link to bring a
serverless endpoint into a private virtual network by mapping it to a private IP address.

Emerson Tobar
Director of Technology and Development, Neogrid
Get started with Azure Synapse today.

Read more

Get started with Azure Synapse today.

Sign up for an Azure free account
Get more details in a free technical
e-book from Packt

Saving the Notebook

Sign up for an Azure free account

There are three ways to save a copy of your Notebook.

Speak to a sales specialist for help with pricing,
best practices, and implementing a proof of concept

1. Publish

Get more details in a free technical
e-book from Packt
Speak to a sales specialist for help with pricing,
best practices, and implementing a proof of concept
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The Publish command enables you to save an
individual Notebook in your Azure Synapse
workspace in the cloud. This enables you to go
back to your Notebook anytime, anywhere.
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2. Publish all
Similar to the Publish command, the Publish all
command enables you to save all notebooks and
scripts in your Azure Synapse workspace with
one click.
Once you click the Publish all button, the pane
at right will be shown. Click the Publish button
to publish all pending changes to the
live environment.
3. Export
The Export command enables you to download a
copy of the Notebook in .ipynb format. You can
then import this file to create other Notebooks.

Get started with Azure Synapse today.
Sign up for an Azure free account
Get more details in a free technical
e-book from Packt
Speak to a sales specialist for help with pricing,
best practices, and implementing a proof of concept
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Integrate with existing workflows

Build modern data warehouses

Explore the deep integration of Power BI
with Azure Synapse as a data source and a
development platform.

Learn how to leverage the power of Azure
to get efficient data insights from your
big data in real time.

The Power BI Professional’s
Guide to Azure Synapse Analytics

Cloud Analytics with Microsoft Azure

Get started with Azure Synapse today.
Sign up for an Azure free account
Learn more about Azure Synapse Analytics
Speak to a sales specialist for help with pricing,
best practices, and implementing a proof of concept
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